
If you were to tell me that I could only keep two of my firearms in my collection I 
would pick my .22LR and my 12 gauge every time. There is a big love affair 
between a hunter and a .22LR. I think most of us learnt to shoot with one. It is also 
the trusted workhorse on many farms in SA. Winchester even state that they built 
their firearms and ammo empire on the trusty old rimfire.

We, in SA, unfortunately are at the back end when it comes to choice and cost of 
ammo.  I recently visited my local gun store and found that they had received a 
rather large shipment and variety of .22LR ammo.

My application is for general work on the farm, but also shooting silhouette on the 
weekend. My aim was thus not to find ammo that shoots one hole at 25 meters, but 
a general purpose round that is cheap yet also accurate. This excluded ammo such 
as Lapua and Elley as I just don’t think it is practical to waste such on general 
plinking.

I went to Krokodilspruit shooting range to test the ammo and made use of their 25 
meter range. It was a sunny day and the wind was blowing slightly from right to left. 
Each test consisted of a five shot group. The yellow sticker is an inch big. Shooting 
commenced after 10 shots were shot for fouling. The rifle I used is my Brno Mod 2 
with a 4x20 Tasco scope and a silencer fitted. Shooting was done from the bench 
using an X-bag. This is what I found:



Winchester Expert HV:          R36 per 50  

Winchesters bulk buy ammo. A box contains 500 and will set you back R360. This is 
a 36 grain high velocity (1280fps claimed) hollow point that performs well in the 
field. I have taken rabbits with it. I must say that it does do some meat damage. The 
bullet is not copper plated as some of the other ammo tested.



Winchester Super X:               R61 per 50  

The Winchester Super X is a sub sonic 40 grain lead hollow point. Their visual 
quality is apparent and I have to say that this was the quietest round I shot on the 
day. It shot a very good group overall. I did however have one flyer.



Remington Thunderbolt:                 R42 per 50  

The Remington Thunderbolt is a 40 grain lead round nose high velocity (1255pfs 
claimed) bullet. I used them before for silhouette shooting and have to say that I 



was not impressed and found many flyers. This is further apparent when looking at 
the below results.

Remington Yellow Jacket                 R75 per 50  



The Remington Yellow Jacket is what is labelled as a hyper velocity round. It has a 
33 grain copper jacket hollow point bullet that travels at a claimed 1500fps. I used 
them for shooting silhouette and found that they are ok at best. The upside is that 
there is very little drop up to 100 meters so wind and compensation was not as 
crucial as with some of the others. This was the loudest round out there on the day.

(I unfortunately finished them all and thus couldn’t take a photo but here is what 
they look like)

CCI Mini-Mag:                 R104 per 100  



The CCI Mini-Mag is a 36 grain high velocity (1260fps claimed) copper plated hollow 
point round. They did not perform as well as I had thought they would. I have used 
them for silhouette shooting and found that they worked pretty well. They also work 
very well in my .22LR Star pistol. They cycle well due to them being high velocity. 
My pistol is sensitive to the wax layer on some ammo. It tends to jam up if there is 
too much wax. Because the Mini-Mag’s are copper plated they have almost no wax 
on them.



Magtech Standard Velocity:                    R54 per 50  

The Magtech Standard velocity round is a 40grain round nose lead bullet. There isn’t 
much to say about them except that my pistol does not like them at all because of 
the heavy wax layer.



Guerrila sub-sonic:                 R51 per 50  

The Guerrila sub-sonic is a 36 grain hollow point copper jacket sub sonic that travels 
at a claimed 1000fps. The Guerrila ammo is what triggered me testing all the ammo 
set out in this write-up. I heard that they were brand new on the market but was 
told by my local gun shop that it is in fact a rebranding of the old Highland ammo. 
How true this is I don’t know so don’t hold me to it. I do however like that it is has a 
copper jacket and it seems to have performed relatively well.



Guerrila Standard Velocity            R51 per 50  

The Guerrila Standard Velocity is a 40 grain lead round nose that travels at a 
claimed 1135fps. It strangely enough did not perform as well as its siblings.



Guerrila High Velocity:                    R51 per 50  

The Guerrila High Velocity is a 36 grain copper jacket hollow point that travels at a 
claimed 1260fps. This was the second biggest hero of the day. It performed very 
well and for the cost is a serious contender for my hard earned cash.  



Federal American Eagle                  R36 per 50  

The Federal American Eagle is a 40 grain solid lead round that travels at a claimed 
1240fps. It was by far the hero of the day. It also does so while being the cheapest 
of them all. I was so impressed I bought a few bricks.



Swartklip Sub Sonics:                     Unfortunately not for sale  

I bought about 100 of these from a guy that had them spare. I heard of the 
legendary accuracy of these and wanted to check if it was true. I was unfortunately 
disappointed. They did not perform as expected.



Conclusion:

It is important to remember that every gun is different. What my gun likes isn’t 
necessarily what yours likes. I have also found that ammo performs differently in 
different weather conditions. This write-up serves as a guideline of what may work 
for you. I hope it helps 


